Our analysis of color constancy in a companion paper [J. Opt. Soc. Am A 10, 2148] provided an algorithm that lets one test how well linear color constancy schemes work. Here we present the results of applying the algorithm to a large parametric class of color constancy problems involving bilinear models that relate photoreceptoral spectral sensitivities, surface reflectance functions, and illuminant spectral power distributions. These results, supported by simulation and further analysis, provide a detailed classification of two-stage linear methods for recovering the spectral properties of reflectances and illuminants from reflected lights.
INTRODUCTION
We continue here a study of color constancy that we started in a companion paper. ' We posed there a general problem concerning a Achromatic visual system that uses a bilinear model with an m-dimensional linear model for illumination and an n-dimensional linear model for reflectances. When provided v views of s surfaces, can such a system recover uniquely the s surface reflectance functions and the v illuminant spectral power distributions?
For a recovery procedure to perform perfectly, for some choice of parameters (p m n us) it is necessary and sufficient that the bilinear model provide a one-to-one relationship between sets of lit surfaces and quantum catch data.' For two-stage linear recovery procedures, we expressed these conditions through a homogeneous system of polynomial equations, determined by a particular bilinear model, that has no nontrivial solution if and only if the model provides a recovery procedure that returns uniquely the spectral descriptions from quantum catch data. From these systems of equations we derived a model check algorithm.
The aim of the work presented here is to use the model check algorithm to help determine, for all choices of parameters (p m n us) that satisfy p Ž m and s 2 n, where the number p of photoreceptoral types ranges from two through four, (1) whether there exist bilinear models that provide perfect recovery procedures, (2) whether the problem parameters are such that only imperfect recovery procedures are possible, or (3) whether the parameters are such that all recovery procedures are total failures. The inequalities p 2 m and s 2 n limit the problems to those for which one can devise a two-stage recovery procedure, such as those of Maloney and Wandell 2 and D'Zmura.3 A feasibility condition derived in the companion paper' excludes a number of problems from consideration. For a linear recovery procedure to have any chance of succeeding, it is necessary that the number Q of quantum catch data equal or exceed the number D of unknown descriptors of reflectances and illuminants to be recovered. If we take into account the scaling ambiguity of the recovered descriptors, the feasibility condition is Q D -1, or
We examine here only problems with parameters (p m n v s) that satisfy this feasibility condition [inequality (14) of
Our methods for classifying feasible two-stage linear recovery procedures are threefold. The primary method is the numerical application of the model check algorithm to particular bilinear models. Two further methods include the numerical simulation of recovery with particular bilinear models, which can tell us whether a recovery procedure is a total failure, and theoretical analysis of particular problems. Entailments among problems and among bilinear models extend greatly the breadth of particular results found with these methods.
We apply these methods to dichromatic, trichromatic, and tetrachromatic systems. The generality of the methods lets us examine color constancy schemes that use only one view, such as those of Maloney and Wandell, 2 in addition to those that make use of the chromatic change in reflected lights provided by two or more views. 3 This work was described elsewhere in preliminary form. 4 
METHODS
The methods for classifying color constancy problems include numerical methods, which we use to test particular bilinear models, and analytic methods, which we use to derive results for a problem in a more general way.
A. Model Check Algorithm
Our chief method for showing that a particular problem can provide perfect color constancy schemes is to conduct successful checks of particular bilinear models with the problem's parameters by using the model check algorithm. This algorithm uses the known components of a particular bilinear model to construct a set of E homogeneous equations in U unknowns that are monomials of degree mv + 1 in n 2 -1 underlying variables. The quantities E and U are given by products of binomial coefficients [Eqs. (71) and (72) 
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If there is no solution (other than 0) to the set of equations, considered as a set of linear homogeneous equations in the monomial unknowns, then the recovery procedure works perfectly to return unique descriptors when provided adequate data. For problems where m c v, it is necessary and sufficient for unique recovery that a bilinear model pass the model check. In problems where m > v, the model check algorithm provides a sufficient test of a particular bilinear model, and in such cases we infer nothing from the failure of a particular model to pass the test. For a check of a particular bilinear model to be conducted, it is necessary for E to equal or exceed U. ' The primary tool is the singular-value decomposition of the model check matrix M representing the generally overdetermined system of E equations in U unknowns, in double precision (64 bits), with use of the LAPACK routine dgesvd. 5 We take a plunge between adjacent values in the spectrum of ordered singular values of 5 log units or greater to indicate the presence of a nontrivial kernel and failure of the check. We take the absence of any difference between adjacent values greater than 1 log unit in magnitude to indicate that the model check matrix has full rank and that the tested model passes the check. These criteria classify the model check matrices readily for all but 3 color constancy problems out of a total of 64 problems examined algorithmically. We present exemplary spectra in the results section (Section 3).
Methods that examined the positive semidefinite symmetric matrices S = MTM of matrix dimension U x U were used to help confirm the ranks of model check matrices deduced from singular values. The rank of a symmetrized check matrix S is necessarily identical to that of the original model check matrix M, 6 and we examined each matrix S in two ways. First, we calculated the LU decomposition of S and examined its spectrum of pivots and confirmed that the spectrum of pivots of S matched qualitatively the spectrum of singular values of M (ludcmp7). Second, we performed a Cholesky factorization (for positive definite symmetric matrices) and inverted S, when possible (dpotrf and dpotri'). Success here helps confirm that the corresponding matrix M has full rank.
The bulk of the work was conducted on a DECstation 5000/200 computer in double precision. In the largest cases, model checks were performed also on a Cray Y-MP computer in long double precision (128 bits).
B. Particular Bilinear Models
A successful check of a single bilinear model with a particular problem's parameters suffices to prove that the problem's parameters permit perfect color constancy schemes. However, for each problem we tested many models to lend reliability to the results.
Each bilinear model is formed of three components: (1) a set of p photoreceptoral spectral sensitivity functions, (2) a linear model for illumination comprising m basis functions, and (3) a linear model for reflectance with n basis functions. In Table 1 are listed the components that we tested for the ranges 2 c p c 4, 2 c m s 4, and 2 n c 15. The table states which models were tested for each choice of problem parameters (p m n s). For example, the problem with parameters (p m n us) = (3 332 3) involved tests of the 5 X 4 X 3 = 60 models formed by taking each possible combination of the five trichromatic systems in column one, the four illumination models of dimension three in column two, and the three reflectance models of dimension three in column three (cf. 
C. Models for Exemplary Spectra
Exemplary spectra of singular values of model check matrices M are presented in the Results section (Section 3). These are drawn from bilinear models that use SmithPokorny' photoreceptors, CIE daylight basis functions for illumination, 9 0 and Fourier basis functions for surface reflectance. The photoreceptoral systems that underlie the exemplary spectra for p = 2,3,4, are the Smith-Pokorny protanope, the Smith-Pokorny trichromat, and the SmithPokorny trichromat augmented by the V rod sensitivity, 0 respectively. Illumination models of dimension m= 2,3,4 are provided by the first two, the first three, and the first four CIE daylight basis functions, respectively. Finally, the reflectance models with dimension n ranging from 2 through 15 that underlie the exemplary spectra are the first n functions in the Fourier series decomposition of functions on the interval [400 nm, 700 nm] in the order 1, sin, cos... when 400 nm is shifted to zero.
D. Simulation
In several problems of interest, the model check algorithm provides fewer equations than unknowns or returns a failing result for a particular bilinear model and so is either inapplicable or inconclusive, respectively. By simulating recovery successfully, one can show that particular bilinear models with such a problem's parameters do not produce recovery procedures that are total failures.
We simulated recovery by using the two-stage procedure of D'Zmura,' which was generalized in the companion paper.' For a simulation with parameters (pm n us), we generated randomly (1) 256 sets of v nonnegative and linearly independent illumination spectral power distributions described exactly by a particular linear model for illumination, for each illumination component in Table 1 of dimension m and (2) 256 sets of n linearly independent reflectance functions taking values within [0, 1], described exactly by a particular linear model for reflectance, for each reflectance component of dimension n in Table 1 . Photoreceptoral responses were calculated for each choice of p-chromatic system listed in Table 1 taken combinatorially with the illumination and the reflectance components. Each triple of photoreceptoral, illumination, and reflectance components was used to generate 256 sets of photoreceptoral responses, and the descriptors returned by the recovery algorithm were compared with the original descriptors. For instance, for the problem with parameters (pm n us) = (3342 4), we tested recovery by each of 60 possible bilinear models (see Table 1 ) 256 times, for a total of 15,360 simulated recoveries. Flawless recovery by a model over many simulation trials rules out the possibility that the model is a total failure and shows that the model is, at worst, a partial failure.
E. Analysis
We proved in the companion paper' that all bilinear models with parameters (2 2 2 2 2) are total failures, i.e., no algorithm can recover reflectance and illuminant descriptors properly. We showed this by examining the eigenstructure of matrices within the system of equations expressing the condition that sets of lit surfaces be related to quantum catch data in a one-to-one fashion. We analyze other color constancy problems in a similar fashion below, with the aim of determining whether, for all bilinear models with the problems' parameters, there are distinct sets of lit surfaces that provide identical quantumcatch data.
cessfully to demonstrate that recovery does not fail totally, and (3) analyzing situations under which recovery breaks down are extended in their scope considerably by entailments that hold among color constancy problems. Table 2 lists both positive (a)-(h) and .negative (i)-(p) entailments among problems. Each positive entailment is a proposition of the following form: if there exists a bilinear model with parameters on the left that provides a perfect recovery procedure, then there exists a bilinear model with parameters on the right that also provides a perfect recovery procedure. The positive entailments 
E Entailments
The results of (1) 
(a)-(e) reproduce the entailments (74)-(78), respectively, stated in the companion paper.' To review: the entailment (a) of Table 2 The entailment (e) is embellished by the further entailment (f): if there exists a bilinear model that functions perfectly with use of data from v views in excess of the m views required for revealing the m-dimensional subspace of quantum catch data grouped according to view, then there exists a bilinear model (e.g., the same one) that can make do with data from one fewer view (provided, of course, that the remaining illuminants continue to provide data that span the m-dimensional subspace). The entailments (g) and (h) reformulate the entailments (e) and (f), respectively, in terms of surfaces: entailments (g) and (h) are the transpositions of entailments (e) and (f), respectively, just as entailment (c) is the transposition of entailment (b). As for (g), if a bilinear model with parameters (p m n us) provides perfect recovery, then certainly it can recover n -1 descriptors per surface from the same information (ignore one of the descriptors). Likewise, if there exists a bilinear model that functions perfectly with use of data from s surfaces in excess of the n surfaces required for revealing the n-dimensional subspace of quantum catch data grouped according to surface, then (h) there exists a bilinear model that can make do with data from one fewer surface (provided, of course, that the remaining surfaces continue to provide data that span the n-dimensional subspace).
Each positive entailment is a proposition that one can negate formally to provide-a negative entailment. These negative entailments, (i)-(p), are listed in Table 2 ; their order corresponds to that of the respective positive entailments from which they are derived. The negative entailments have the following form: if there is no bilinear model with parameters on the left that provides a perfect recovery procedure, then there does not exist a bilinear model with parameters on the right that provides a perfect recovery procedure. It is evident that if there does not exist a bilinear model with parameters (p m n u s) that provides a perfect recovery procedure, then reducing the information available to the visual system by eliminating a photoreceptoral type (i), denying it a view (j), or removing a surface (k) cannot help but produce further models that fail. Likewise, model transposition (1) cannot help a failing recovery procedure.
The negative entailment (m) states that if no model is able to recover perfectly m descriptors per illuminant, then no model can recover perfectly m + 1 descriptors per illuminant from the same information. In particular, any failing model with parameters (p m n v s), when augmented by a further basis function for illumination, will continue to fail when presented illuminants within the original mdimensional subspace. The negative entailment (n) states that increasing the number v of views beyond the number m, which is the number required for defining uniquely the m-dimensional data subspace spanned by the quantum catch data vectors grouped according to view, will not help a failing model. The entailments (o) and (p) reformulate the entailments (in) and (n), respectively, in terms of surfaces. As for (o), if all bilinear models with parameters (p m n us) fail to recover perfectly n descriptors per surface, then there is no model that can recover perfectly n + 1 descriptors per surface from the same information. Finally, increasing the number of viewed surfaces beyond the number n, which is the number required for defining uniquely the n-dimensional data subspace spanned by the quantum catch data vectors from the surfaces, will not help a failing model (p).
RESULTS
We consider dichromatic (Subsection 3.A), trichromatic (Subsections 3.B and 3.C) and tetrachromatic (Subsections 3.D and 3.E) problems in turn.
A. Dichromacy Figure 1 shows the results for two-stage linear recovery of spectral descriptions by dichromatic systems. The format of the diagram follows that of the corresponding figure in the preceding paper ( Table 1 ). The model check matrix for the exemplary model with parameters (p m n us) = (2 2 2 2 2) has a kernel of dimension one and fails the check; the matrix for the exemplary model with parameters (2 2 32 3) has full rank and passes the check. See text for discussion.
(and its transpose), are (1) the number E of equations and the number U of unknowns provided by the model check algorithm in format E/U and, immediately beneath these, (2) the number Q of quantum catch data and the number
The case (p m n us) = ( 2 2 2 2 2) is marked with an X to indicate that all models with these parameters fail totally: for no such model is unique recovery possible. ' The only other interesting feasible dichromatic problem that permits two-stage recovery has parameters (2 2 3 2 3). Because the dimension of the illuminant model is equal to the number of views, one can apply a model check that expresses both necessary and sufficient conditions for perfect recovery. We checked models with all possible combinations of the following components: (1) the three Smith-Pokorny 8 dichromats listed in the left-hand (photoreceptoral) column of Table 1 , (2) the four two-dimensional illuminant models in the middle (illumination) column, and (3) the three three-dimensional models for reflectance listed in the right-hand (reflectance) column. Checks of these 3 X 4 X 3 = 36 models showed that their respective 8 X 8 model check matrices have full rank, so that each of these models functions perfectly. The recovery procedures use 12 quantum catch data to recover 13 spectral descriptors, up to a single scale. We place a circle around the corresponding point in Fig. 1 to indicate this perfect recovery result.
Spectra of ordered singular values of model check matrices for exemplary bilinear models with parameters (2 2 2 2 2) and (2 2 3 2 3) are shown in Fig. 2 . For the parameters (2 2 2 2 2), the three singular values are those of the 4 X 3 model check matrix for the exemplary bilinear model formed by combining the Smith-Pokorny 8 protanope, the first two CIE daylight illumination basis functions, 9 1 0 and the first two Fourier basis functions, as per Subsection 2.C. The difference in magnitude between the second and the third singular values of over 6 log units shows that the matrix has a kernel of dimension one. Because the parameters of this problem satisfy m = v, the model check expresses necessary and sufficient conditions for perfect recovery. Finding that the model check matrix has a kernel of dimension one thus shows that this bilinear model provides a recovery procedure that fails, in agreement with analysis.' The other 35 bilinear models with parameters (2 2 2 2 2) that we checked had similar spectra. Figure 2 also shows that the exemplary bilinear model with parameters (2 2 3 2 3) provides an 8 X 8 model check matrix of full rank. This single successful check shows that the problem with parameters (2 2 3 2 3) admits of models that function perfectly. The other 35 bilinear models with parameters (2 2 3 2 3) provided spectra similar to that shown.
We have not marked results for the points in the top row (three views) of Fig. 1 : because a third view provides information that is (theoretically) in excess of that needed to reveal two-dimensional illuminants, the results for the points in the three-view row are identical to the results for the points immediately below them in the two-view row [entailments (b) and (n) of Table 2 ].
The parenthesized parameters that label Fig. 1 transpose the parameters of the problems in the diagram. Transposition [entailment (d) of Table 2] shows that the success of (2 2 3 2 3) implies the success of (2 3 2 3 2), which is the problem in which three-dimensional illuminants and two-dimensional reflectances are recovered from three views of two surfaces by a dichromatic system. The results for the problems (2 2 2 2 2), (2 2 3 2 3), and (2 3 2 3 2) exhaust the two-stage linear recovery possibilities for dichromacy.
It is well to note, at this point, that there are further linear recovery possibilities for dichromacy that are not pictured in Fig. 1 . For instance, is it possible for a dichromatic system to recover three-dimensional spectral descriptions for both illuminants and reflectances? Although a comparison of the numbers of quantum catch data and unknown descriptors shows that it is feasible, the problem (p m n v s) = (2 3 3 3 3) falls outside the scope of two-stage linear recovery procedures, because both m and n exceed p: the bilinear model matrices Bj,j = 1, 2, 3, and their transposes B.', i = 1,2,3, have matrix dimensions 2 X 3 and so do not possess unique left inverses. Figures 3A and 3B show results for the trichromatic problems (33 n us) and (32 n us), respectively, in cases where s 2 n. The bracketed parameters label Figs. 3A and 3B for the transposed problems (3 m 3 us) and (3 m 2 us), respectively, in cases where v -m. The circled points mark problems for which perfect recovery is possible; these results are shown through application of the model check algorithm. The points with squares mark problems shown by simulation of recovery to provide, at worst, imperfect recovery procedures. The triangles, finally, mark problems shown by analysis to allow perfect recovery.
B. Trichromacy
Figures 4A and 4B show the spectra of singular values for the model check matrices of exemplary bilinear models (Subsection 2.C) with parameters that correspond to the checkable problems of Figs. 3A and 3B, respectively. The spectra are shown, from bottom to top, in order of increasing view, and for a particular choice of view, in order of increasing dimension n for surface reflectance. scaled the spectra to stagger their maximal singular values along the vertical axis at half log unit intervals.
We turn first to the problems of Fig. 3A (with exemplary spectra in Fig. 4A ).
(33n2s),s-n
The problem with parameters (3 3 2 2 2) produces bilinear models that fail the model check miserably. Each of the 5 4 3 = 60 bilinear models with these parameters, drawn from Table 1 , provides a 9 6 model check matrix with a kernel of dimension three, a feature displayed by the exemplary spectrum (Fig. 4A) . We defer further consideration of this problem until Subsection 3.C, where we specify the conditions under which recovery procedures applied to models with these parameters and the related ones with parameters (3 3 212) work.
The model check algorithm provides a sufficient test of bilinear models with parameters (3 3 3 2 3), the case examined by D'Zmura. 3 Each of the 45 x 36 model check matrices of the 5 X 4 3 = 60 bilinear models with these parameters (Table 1) is of full rank.
The model check algorithm provides no test for models with parameters (3 3 4 2 4) and (3 3 5 2 5). We simulated recovery numerically in these cases to establish that recovery by bilinear models with these parameters need not be a total failure (see Subsection 2.D). For the problem with parameters (3 3 4 2 4), we tested recovery by each of 5 4 3 = 60 bilinear models drawn from Table 1 256 times, for a total of 15,360 successfully simulated recoveries. For the problem with parameters (3 3 5 2 5), we tested recovery by each of 5 4 2 = 40 models drawn from Table 1 256 times, for a total of 10,240 successfully simulated recoveries. These findings rule out the possibility that all models with these parameters are total failures, and the problems are marked accordingly by squares in Fig. 3A. A p=3,m=3 8 and the CIE daylight basis 9 " 0 were used in combination with Fourier reflectance models of dimension n ranging from two through eight. Plotted on a log axis are the ordered singular values of the model check matrices for these exemplary bilinear models. The spectra are shown, from bottom to top, in order of increasing view and, for a particular choice of view, in order of increasing dimension n for surface reflectance. We have scaled the spectra to stagger the maximal singular values along the vertical axis at half log unit intervals. The parameters of the exemplary models whose spectra are shown are, from bottom to top, (33222), (33323), (33333), (33434), (33535), (33636), (33737), and (33838). The model with parameters (33222) provides a matrix with a kernel of dimension three and fails the model check; with the possible exception of the model with parameters (33838), the remaining models provide matrices of full rank and so pass the model check. B, The case of rectangular bilinear model matrices (p = 3, m = 2). The Smith-Pokorny trichromat 8 and the first two CIE daylight basis functions 9 " 0 were used in combination with Fourier reflectance models of dimension n ranging from two through five. The spectra of the model check matrices for these exemplary bilinear models are ordered and staggered as in A; the parameters are, from bottom to top, (32212), (32222), (32323), (32424), and (32525). All provide matrices of full rank and so pass the model check. See text for further discussion. 
A p=3 m =3 (n =3)
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Results for the problems with three views show that a trichromatic visual system can use three views to recover anywhere from two to eight reflectance descriptors per surface (Fig. 3A, v = 3 ; Fig. 4A , top seven spectra). We obtained these results by applying the necessary and sufficient tests of unique recovery provided by the model check algorithm to problems for which m = v. Starting at the left (n = s = 2) and working toward the right, these checks involved the following: for (3 3 2 3 2), determining that the 5 X 4 X 3 = 60 bilinear models formed of the appropriate components of Table 1 provide 9 x 3 model check matrices of full rank; for (3 3 3 3 3) , checking successfully the 18 x 8 matrices of 5 X 4 3 = 60 models; for (33434), checking successfully the 27 X 15 matrices of 5 x 4 x 3 = 60 models; for (33535), checking successfully the 36 X 24 matrices of 5 X 4 x 2 = 40 models; for (3 3 6 3 6), checking successfully the 45 X 35 matrices of 5 x 4 x 1 = 20 models; and for (33737), checking successfully the 54 x 48 matrices of 5 X 4 X 1 = 20 models.
For the problem with parameters (3 3 8 3 8), we checked the 63 x 63 matrices M for 5 X 4 x 1 = 20 models and found equivocal spectra similar to the top spectrum shown in Fig. 4A . The symmetrized check matrices S were poorly conditioned (dsycon, Ref. 5). However, there were no sharp falloffs (of magnitude 5 log units or more, Subsection 2.A) in either the spectra of singular values or the spectra of pivots from the LU decomposition of the matrices S. Furthermore, the Cholesky factorization and inversion routines for positive definite symmetric matrices returned putative inverses of the matrices S, albeit inaccurate ones. Finally, simulation of recovery (Section 2.D) proceeded flawlessly. The problem with parameters (3 3 8 3 8) is the first of three problems for which the model check algorithm, although applicable, does not produce a clear answer concerning rank.
Again, results for the points in the top row (four views) of Fig. 3A are not indicated; by entailments (b) and (n) these are identical to the results for the points immediately below them.
(32nvs),s-n
The results for two-dimensional models of illumination are shown in Fig. 3B ; spectra for exemplary models are shown in Fig. 4B . There are five feasible problems, all of which can be checked with the model check algorithm. The results of the checks show that all five problems permit perfect recovery. They are taken in order of increasing n in what follows.
The problem (3 2 2 1 2) is represented by bilinear models for which the model check algorithm provides a sufficient check (m > v) through tests of whether 6 X 6 model check matrices are of full rank. These checks were performed on the 5 X 4 X 3 = 60 models formed of the appropriate components listed in Table 1 . All models pass the check, so that in all cases perfect recovery obtains. Note that the result for this problem follows by entailment (e) from the successful result for the problem (3 3 2 1 2) , which we present in Subsection (3.C).
The perfect recovery result for (3 2 2 1 2) implies a perfect recovery result for the problem (3 2 2 2 2) by entailment (b) of Table 2 ; likewise, the result for (3 3 2 2 2), analyzed in Subsection 3.C, implies success for (3 2 2 2 2) through entailment (e). All the 5 x 4 X 3 = 60 models with parameters (3 2 2 2 2) had 8 3 model check matrices of full rank.
Third, the problem (3 2 3 2 3) is the transpose of the problem (3 3 2 32), which was checked successfully (Fig. 3A) . Indeed, success for (32323) follows also through entailment (a) from the success of (2 2 32 3 Fig. 3B are, by entailments (b) and (n), identical to those for two views with all other parameters held constant.
The computational results show that a trichromatic visual system can recover perfectly as many as seven and possibly eight surface color descriptors from three views provided by distinct three-dimensional illuminants. It can recover three and possibly as many as five reflectance descriptors perfectly from two views, while from one view it can recover perfectly only two reflectance descriptors (see also Subsection 3.C).
There are further feasible trichromatic problems, not pictured in Fig. 3 , that lie outside the scope of two-stage linear recovery. While the linear recovery results for the use of a single view are complete, there are several problems [e.g., (3442 4)] in which the number of views is two that are not within the purview of two-stage linear recovery. Another class of problem is exemplified by (3 3 3 2 2) , 5 in which the number of views and the number of surfaces are fewer than the dimensions for illumination and reflectance, respectively.
C. Recovery of Two Reflectance Descriptors
The two problems with parameters (p m n v s) = (3 3 2 12) and (3 3 2 2 2), marked by triangles in Fig. 3A, are feasible, yet the model check proves unable to determine whether there are models with these parameters that permit perfect recovery: (1) the model check cannot be performed on models with parameters (3 3 2 12), owing to an excess of unknowns U over equations E, and (2) the model check matrices for bilinear models with the parameters (3 3 2 2 2) have kernels of dimension three. While the latter finding is inconclusive, because model checks for cases where m > v are sufficient but not necessary for showing unique recovery, it prompted us to analyze these two problems.
We show here that all such problems can provide perfect recovery procedures, despite the fact that there are always distinct sets of lit surfaces that provide identical quantum catch data when they are seen through bilinear models with parameters (3 3 212) or (3 3 2 2 2). This lack of a one-to-one relationship between sets of lit surfaces and quantum catch data accounts for the failure of the model checks with parameters (3 3 2 2 2). However, it need not be the case that the sets of lit surfaces that cause recovery to fail are physically realizable. Through a judicious choice of bilinear model, one need never encounter in practice a set of lit surfaces that causes recovery to fail.
The Problem (33212)
We consider first the problem with parameters (p m n v s) = (3 3 2 1 2); the findings here generalize readily to that with parameters (3 3 2 2 2). Our analysis starts with equations that express the necessary and sufficient conditions for a bilinear model with parameters (3 3 2 1 2) to provide a one-to-one relationship between sets of lit surfaces and quantum catch data: z = (e 1 ll + el2rl 2 )a = (e 2 lr2l + e 22 1)a. (4) As described in the companion paper [cf. Eqs. (39)- (42) (4) is sensible only if the model matrices, and hence the gamma matrices, are invertible. Finally, the variables ell, e 2 , e 2 l, and e 22 relate two sets of surfaces seen under the illuminant z and the illuminant a, respectively.
The system of Eq. (4) must force the single scaling family of solutions ell -e22 e2 = e2l = 0 if sets of lit surfaces are to bear a one-to-one relationship with quantum catch data.' Yet one can readily show that there are other solutions to this system. The details depend on the eigenstructure of the matrix F 12 . The case of two or more distinct eigenvalues is the most important from the practical point of view; each of the 60 distinct bilinear models for p = 3, m = 3, and n = 2 drawn from Table 1 has a gamma matrix F 12 with this eigenstructure. Let us assume, then, that F 12 has two distinct eigenvalues that are nonzero; call these Al and A 2 and suppose that they are real. To these correspond the two independent 3 1 eigenvectors El and 2, respectively. If we choose the illuminant described by a to lie within the span of the eigenvectors El and 2, then we can show the existence of nonscaling solutions to Eq. (4).
Take a to describe an illuminant of the form
where a and 3 are nonzero constants. Applying to this illuminant vector a the matrices ell + e 1 (7) and by virtue of a, /3 $ 0, the following two equations: The system of Eqs. (8) has the following family of solutions, which includes solutions other than the scaling solutions:
where c is an arbitrary real constant. These solutions are identical in form to those for the problem (22222 2 , e3], represents a distinct set of illuminants for which recovery fails. Note that if the illuminant a is chosen to lie off one of these planes, then Eq. (4) has only the scaling solutions ell -e22 = e2 = e2l = 0. Figure 5 shows that bilinear models with parameters (3 3 2 1 2) can provide either imperfect recovery procedures (Fig. 5A ) or perfect recovery procedures (Fig. 5B) , depending on whether the planes of failure contain physically realizable (nonnegative) illuminants or do not, respectively. The cones in (3 3 2 2 2). See text for further discussion. (8) sources. To see that the cone is a reasonable representation, consider the three-dimensional Fourier model of illumination {1, sin, cos}, and the limits on modulation of descriptors a 2 The 60 models of Table 1 with parameters (33212) provide examples of both situations that are represented in Fig. 5 .
The Problems (33222) and (33232)
The eigenstructure of the matrix F 12 , for some choice of bilinear model with parameters that satisfyp = 3, m = 3, and n = 2, does not depend on the number of views (or the number of surfaces), so that we have the following progression in results with increasing number of views: if one illuminant can be chosen to lie within a single plane spanned by a pair of eigenvectors, then recovery by a model with parameters (3 3 212) will fail, as shown in the preceding section. A similar derivation shows that if two linearly independent illuminants are chosen to lie within a single plane spanned by a pair of eigenvectors, then recovery by a model with parameters (3 3 2 2 2) will fail. However, it is impossible to choose three linearly independent illuminants that lie within a single plane spanned by a pair of eigenvectors, and the provision of perfect recovery procedures by the problem with parameters (3 3 2 3 2) is indicated by the success of the model check.
Problems of the Form (pp2 12) and (pp2 22)
The description of the sets of failure for the problem (33212) [Eqs. (5)- (9)] can be generalized to problems with parameters (pp 2 12) . There are various possible eigenstructures for the p X p matrix F 12 . Yet if the matrix has at least two distinct eigenvalues, then there is at least one plane of failure in the p-dimensional space of illuminants, for which there are nonscaling solutions among surfaces that are like those described by Eqs. (9) . If one supposes that the matrix has p distinct real eigenvalues, then there are p(p -1)/2 such planes of failure. With two views, but not three or more, it is possible to choose the illuminants to lie in a single such plane. Because the model check algorithm is insensitive to physical realizability, checks will always fail for models with parameters (pp 2 12) and (pp 2 2 2) yet succeed for (pp 2 3 2), etc. Determining whether the planes of failure for a particular bilinear model are positioned in such a way as to cause the recovery procedure to be imperfect is a programming problem not pursued here. Yet it seems likely that one can always construct a bilinear model such that the eigenvectors of F 12 fall in positions that cause failing illuminants to be physically unrealizable. If this is the case, there exist models with these parameters for which recovery algorithms function perfectly. Figures 6A, 6B, and 6C show results for the tetrachromatic problems (4 4 n vs), (4 3 n us), and (4 2 n vs), respectively, in cases where s 2 n. The bracketed parameters label the panels for the transposed problems (4 m 4 us), (4 m 3 u s), and (4 m 2 u s), respectively, in cases where u 2 m. Figure 6D shows results for the tetrachromatic problems (4 4 n u s) and (4 3 n u s) in cases where s 2 n > 8 and completes the diagrams shown in Figs. 6A and 6B. An analytic result for (4 4 313) is derived in Subsection 3.E.
D. Tetrachromacy
Figures 7A, 7B, 7C, and 7D show the spectra of singular values for the model check matrices of exemplary bilinear models with parameters that correspond to the checkable problems of Figs. 6A, 6B, 6C, and 6D, respectively. From bottom to top, these are shown in order of increasing view and, for a particular number of views, in order of increasing reflectance dimension. As in Fig. 4 , we have scaled the spectra to stagger their maximal singular values along the vertical axis at half log unit intervals. We discuss here more briefly the results found through computation and start with the problems of Fig. 6A. 
(44n2s),s2n
As suggested by the exemplary spectra of Fig. 7A (bottom three curves), the bilinear models with parameters (4 4 2 2 2), (4 4 3 2 3), and (4 4 4 2 4) failed their model checks. Because m > u in these problems, such failure is not conclusive.
The problem (4 4 2 2 2) has the form (pp 2 2 2), and we know from earlier considerations (Subsection 3.C.3) that models with these parameters will never pass the check, because the check is insensitive to the criterion of physical realizability. While all models tested had model check matrices with kernels of dimension six, it may well be possible to position planes of failure so that they correspond to illuminants (viz., pairs of illuminants) that are not physically realizable. Similar comments hold for the problem ( 4 2 1 2) .
The problem ( 4 3 2 3) gives rise to model check matrices with kernels of dimension one. This is a situation in which one can extend the model check algorithm. We examined, for each of 4 3 3 = 36 models drawn from Table 1 The model check algorithm, applied to the 4 X 3 X 3 = 36 models of Table 1 with parameters (4 4 4 2 4), produces 880 X 680 matrices with kernels of dimension eight: rather disappointingly, the checks for this analytically difficult problem failed. We simulated recovery successfully 9216 times to show that bilinear models with these parameters provide recovery procedures that are, at worst, imperfect.
The surfeit of unknowns over equations in the model checks for the problems with parameters (44 52 5), (4 4 6 2 6), and (4 4 7 2 7) led us to simulate recovery in these cases. Successful recoveries in 6144, 3072, and 3072 trials, respectively, shows that there are bilinear models with these parameters that are, at worst, imperfect.
(44n3s),s 2n
The model check algorithm was applied with success to all bilinear models drawn from Table 1 with parameters matching (4 4 2 3 2) through (4 4 8 3 8); this uniform result of perfect recovery is indicated by the circles of the third (v = 3) row of Fig. 6A . The seven middle curves of Fig. 7A show spectra for the exemplary bilinear models.
The results for three views continue in the middle row of Fig. 6D, labeled (44 n 3 n) . The feasible problems (4 4 9 3 9), (4 410 3 10), and (4 411 311) possess more unknowns than equations in the model check algorithm, so we simulated recovery for bilinear models with these parameters. The successful simulations are indicated by the squares.
(44n4s),s-n
That the model checks for problems with parameters (44242) through (44848) (the fourth row of Fig. 6A ) were successful is implied by entailment (b) and the successful results for three views (the circled points in the third row).
The model checks were conducted, nevertheless, all with success. The top seven curves of Fig. 7A show the spectra for the corresponding exemplary bilinear models.
The results for four views are continued in Fig. 6D , in the top row labeled (4 4 n 4 n). The model checks for reflectance dimensions 9 through 14 were uniformly successful, but those for the problem (4415415) produced equivocal results (see the spectra for the corresponding exemplary bilinear models in Fig. 7D, top seven curves) . Successful simulated recovery in 3072 trials shows that a tetrachromatic system can use four views to recover 15 reflectance descriptors per surface in a way that fails occasionally, at worst.
Again, the results for five views (top row of Fig. 6A ) are identical to those for four views, by entailments (b) and (n) of Table 2 , when all other parameters are held constant.
4.
(43nvs),s n Figure 6B shows results for tetrachromatic visual systems with use of a three-dimensional model for illumination A p=4 , m=3(n=3) 0 were used in combination with Fourier reflectance models of dimension n ranging from two through fifteen for formation of exemplary bilinear models. Plotted on a log axis are the ordered singular values of the model check matrices for these exemplary bilinear models. The spectra are shown, from bottom to top, in order of increasing view, and for a particular choice of view, in order of increasing dimension n for surface reflectance. We have scaled the spectra to stagger the maximal singular values along the vertical axis at half log unit intervals. A, The case of square bilinear model matrices (p = m = 4, n • 8; see (4 2 7 2 7). All provide matrices of full rank and so pass the model check. D, Problems that involve the recovery of greater than eight reflectance descriptors per surface (see Fig. 6D ). From bottom to top, the parameters of the exemplary bilinear models whose spectra are exhibited are (43 n (or, by transposition, a three-dimensional model for reflectance). A large number of these results follow from earlier results by entailment. For instance, the results for the problems (4 3 2 3 2) through (4 3 7 3 7) for three views follow, by entailment (a) of Table 2 , from earlier results on the use of three views by trichromatic systems (Fig. 3A) .
Results for the problems (4 3 2 3 2) through (4 3 8 3 8) for three views follow by entailment (e) from earlier results, for four-dimensional models of illumination, on the use of three views by tetrachromatic visual systems (Fig. 6A) . Model checks were performed, nevertheless, on all problems for which this was possible.
Starting with one view (Fig. 6B, bottom row) , the model check algorithm shows that two reflectance descriptors can be recovered perfectly from one view when a threedimensional model for illumination is used. This finding implies, by entailment (b), the positive results for the problems (4 3 2 2 2), (4 3 2 3 2), etc., which are represented by the points lying above (4 3 212).
We are unable to prove or disprove perfect recovery by bilinear models with parameters (43313); successful simulations of recovery show that the problem is not a total failure.
The model check algorithm shows that two views may be used to recover perfectly two through five reflectance descriptors (Fig. 6B, v = 2) ; this result is supported by the corresponding exemplary spectra of Fig. 7B (bottom four  curves) . These results imply, by entailment (b), positive results for the corresponding problems with three or more views.
Model checks for the problem (4362 6), however, produce matrices with kernels of rank 18. We simulated recovery successfully 4096 times for models with these parameters. We did the same for models with the parameters (43727), thus showing that a tetrachromatic visual system can use two views, in conjunction with a three-dimensional model for illumination, to recover, at worst imperfectly, seven reflectance descriptors per surface.
Checks for the bilinear models from Table 1 that use three views, with parameters ranging from (4 3 2 3 2) through (4310310), were uniformly successful. Exemplary spectra for 2 n 8 are shown in Fig. 7B (top seven curves). The problems with parameters (4 3 9 3 9), (4 310 310), and (4 311 311) are represented in the bottom row, labeled (4 3 n 3 n), of Fig. 6D . Their exemplary spectra are shown in Fig. 7D (bottom three curves). As suggested by the exemplary spectrum, the model checks for the problem (4 311311) produced equivocal results. Successful simulated recovery in 4096 trials shows that a tetrachromatic system with a three-dimensional model for illumination can use 3 views to recover 11 reflectance descriptors per surface in a way that, at worst, fails occasionally.
(42n vs), s n
The final diagram (Fig. 6C) shows results for problems in which a tetrachromatic visual system uses a twodimensional model for illumination. The model checks were uniformly successful, as suggested by the exemplary spectra of Fig. 7C , showing that such a system can recover as many as three reflectance descriptors from one view and as many as seven reflectance descriptors from two views. 
If e13 = e23 = 0, then one finds the following solutions for the variables eij, i,j = 1,2,3, which include nonscaling solutions:
The above argument holds for any eigenvector of 12, as well as for any eigenvector of the matrices F13 and 1 '23 If each of these three gamma matrices possesses four distinct real eigenvalues, then there are potentially 12 rays in the space of illuminant descriptors along each of which recovery fails.
These subspaces of illuminants on which recovery fails do not necessarily persist if the dimension of the illumination model is dropped to three, as in the problem (4 3 313).
In conclusion, we can describe illuminants that cause recovery procedures based on bilinear models with parameters (44313) to fail. We do not know, however, whether it is possible to choose a bilinear model for which all of these illuminants are physically unrealizable (compare Subsection 3.C.1). The square for the problem (4 4 313) in Fig. 6A indicates successful simulation by us, in addition to that by Wandell and Maloney.1 7 Whether there are models that afford perfect recovery for the problems (4 4 313) and (4 3 313) remains an open question.
DISCUSSION
Our goal has been to determine ways that a visual system can recover spectral descriptions of surface reflectance functions and illuminant spectral power distributions from reflected lights. Our analysis of color constancy has dwelt on the use, by two-stage linear recovery procedures, of one or more views of a set of surfaces, in which each view is provided by a distinct illuminant.
A prime impetus for this work was the problem of proving the perfect recovery result for the problem (3 3 3 2 3) , discussed by D'Zmura,3 in which a trichromatic system recovers, from two views, three descriptors for each surface and illuminant. While simulations of recovery had eliminated the possibility that this and several other problems were total failures, the question of whether there were situations under which recovery would break down went unanswered. The method of proof presented here and in the companion paper' generalized readily to further problems and led to the present attempt to determine complete results for dichromatic, trichromatic, and tetrachromatic visual systems.
Our primary result is that a visual system's ability to use bilinear models to recover spectral descriptions of lights and surfaces from reflected lights is not an isolated happenstance: successful two-stage linear recovery is the rule rather than the exception.
We have shown that the dimension of the recovered descriptions increases significantly with the number of views. Using a three-dimensional model for illumination, a trichromatic visual system can recover from one view two reflectance descriptors, from two views up to five reflectance descriptors, and from three views up to eight reflectance descriptors. Furthermore, we have proved that, for trichromatic visual systems, recovery is perfect in cases in which two descriptors are recovered from a single view, in cases in which up to three descriptors are recovered from two views, and in cases in which as many as seven descriptors are recovered from three views.
The number of recovered descriptors also increases with increasing number of distinct photoreceptoral types in a way that is summarized in Fig. 6 of the companion paper.' Using two views, in particular, a dichromatic system can recover three descriptors, a trichromatic system can recover five descriptors, and a tetrachromatic system can recover seven descriptors per surface reflectance.
We have proved and refined an earlier claim, made by Maloney and Wandell 2 and Maloney'" that a trichromatic visual system can recover two descriptors per surface reflectance from a single view. The proof (Subsection 3.C) depends on knowledge of the necessary and sufficient conditions for recovery to be unique: a bilinear model must provide a one-to-one relationship between sets of lit surfaces and quantum catch data.' Investigation of these conditions for the problem (3 3 212) shows that there are planes of failure in the space of illuminant descriptors. These planes may or may not pass through the subset of physically realizable illuminants, and perfect recovery depends acutely on the particular choice of bilinear model. For the problem (3 2 212), successful model checks for bilinear models with these parameters first prove the claim for the case of two-dimensional models of illumination.
We are unable to prove or disprove claims made by Maloney and Wandell, 2 Wandell and Maloney,' 7 and Maloney' 8 regarding the use of information from a single view by tetrachromatic visual systems. While we can produce illuminant descriptors, for any bilinear model, that will cause recovery to fail, we have neither (1) described completely the subspaces of failure within the space of illuminant descriptors nor (2) determined whether it is possible to construct a bilinear model with the property that these subspaces of failure do not pass through the subset of physically realizable illuminants. The problems (4 4 313) Further open problems for trichromacy and for tetrachromacy include those marked by squares in Figs. 3 and 6, respectively. We have not determined whether such problems admit perfect recovery procedures or not; successful simulation of recovery indicates merely that a recovery procedure is not a total failure.
A. Alternative Methods of Proof
The model check algorithm provides a tractable test of nonlinear uniqueness problems, met when m > v, by linearizing a homogeneous system of polynomial equations. One then examines this linearized system numerically, for particular bilinear models, to provide proof of perfect recovery.
We have found no alternative method that is both feasible and general. As mentioned in the companion paper,' there is a generalized elimination procedure involving resultants that handles problems like ours in a general way, without performing linearization. Yet this method is utterly intractable.
A second method of proof is taken up by Iverson and D'Zmura.' 9 This method examines the eigenstructure of gamma matrices, thus remaining accessible to intuition, and provides results for several trichromatic problems, including that with parameters (3 3 3 2 3). Generality remains elusive with this method, however.
B. Human Color Constancy?
The results lead one to consider their relevance to human visual processing. An immediate issue is raised by a large set of psychophysical experiments whose results suggest that the stability of surface color appearance under changing illumination is largely an illusion and that, studied properly, human color constancy is an inexact and overrated faculty. Into such a category fall the studies by McCann et al., 20 by Arend and Reeves, 2 ' by Arend et al., 2 2 and by Brainard and Wandell. 23 In the minority camp falls the view of the late Edwin Land, based largely on work with demonstrations. 2 4 26 C. Surface Correspondence The analysis suggests that the studies on which the majority view is based are incomplete. The changing color signals that allow surface color properties to be represented stably depend on a change in illumination. Now it is possible to devise situations in which such a change is performed in a way so that surface correspondence across two or more views cannot possibly be maintained by the visual system: this is a feature of the studies mentioned above. Yet it is far more natural for several surfaces to be seen under both the old and the new illuminants. The obvious retention of surface identity across visible changes in illumination is a feature of Land's demonstrations of color constancy with Mondrians. The analysis suggests that a critical requirement for color constancy is correspondence: that several surfaces remain visible and retain their identity when the illuminant is changed across space or time.
D. Low-Level Chromatic Adaptation and Eye
Movements? A leading explanation of the visual system's accommodation to unknown illumination conditions relies on the chromatic adaptation of low-level mechanisms. 27 In the simplest version of this hypothesis, the work is accomplished through von Kries adaptation, in which each photoreceptor's gain is determined (reciprocally) by its quantum catch input. 28 Eye movements let each photoreceptor adapt to the space-averaged light, which, if the gray-world assumption holds, matches the chromaticity of the illuminant. 2 9 Brainard and Wandell 3 0 have shown that two versions of Land's retinex scheme are asymptotically equivalent to this type of adaptation, which was considered early on 27 and is still considered 23 28 ' 31 33 to be a primary mechanism of color constancy.
Cone-level adaptation, however, provides an inexact rendition of surface chromatic properties. 3 2 Departures from the gray-world assumption in particular scenes lead simply to further instability in surface color appearance. The time-course of adaptation of postreceptoral chromatic mechanisms appears too lengthy to account for the stability of surface color appearance under rapidly changing illumination conditions, although it is certain that such processes significantly influence color appearance under persistent changes in illumination. 23 3 3 34 E. Detecting and Tracking Chromatic Change It was recognized early on that low-level mechanisms likely are supplemented by high-level processes (e.g., Ref. 27) . Determining the chromatic properties of surfaces and illuminants by using chromatic change is an intrinsically high-level process. Detecting and tracking chromatic change across space and time requires mechanisms that are inseparable in their chromatic and their spatiotemporal properties, in just the way that motionsensitive mechanisms bear receptive fields that are inseparable in space and time. 35 ' 36 Furthermore, the chromatic change of the light from a single surface, caused by changing its illumination, only loosely constrains possible physical interpretations. Mechanisms that are sensitive to local chromatic change may feed a further set of integrative mechanisms that track these motions in terms that parallel the physical properties of surfaces and their illumination.
Double-opponent mechanisms sensitive to changes in color across space are basic elements in accounting for simultaneous color contrast. 3 7 Electrophysiological studies of cortical mechanisms of color vision in macaque suggest that early mechanisms with separable receptive fields 38 39 feed an intermediate stage characterized by inseparable receptive fields 40 of the sort required for detection of local spatiochromatic motion. These are thought to feed further stages comprising mechanisms with spatially extended receptive fields that are not yet fully understood. 4 14 6 Mechanisms that track the time-varying chromatic change of patterns, suggested by the success of Land's demonstrations of color constancy, are less well studied. 2 4 ' 25 The likelihood that slow, persistent changes in illumination drive passive mechanisms of adaptation better than mechanisms sensitive to transient chromatic change suggests that one work toward understanding color vision in a way that integrates lower and higher levels.
